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is implies that there is a wmpact HausdorfI space which is hereditarily 
e space is the support of a Bore1 probability measure for which the 
t-category subsets, and the separable subsets all coincide. 
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L ssi$ Bore1 measure 
is a ?‘!J space which is hereditarily LindeliSf (HL), but not hereditarily 
[4, 5 or 61 for a general discussion or" such spaces, The purpxxe of 
I is to show that the Continuum Hypotheses (CH) implies that there is a 
L-space. One cannot produce a compact L-space from the usual axioms 
ry (mC) alonei sincefuhti (see f4, p. 631) showed that Martin’s Axiom 
#us nat CH implii that there are no such spaces. 
intmml in a Sudin line is a weibknown examplle of a compact L-spat 
not prove from CW that there is a Suslini line (Jensen: see [ 11). Also, th 
we produce here ~81 have some irateresting measure-theoretic properties 
8 Sustir! line cannot irave, 
the m&hod sf van ouwen, Tall, and Weiss [2] for 
CM. They observed that iif X is 7’2, has no isolated points, 
(all nowhere den sets countable), then is I-IL. , such 
t&on 1.1. An almost Luzin space is one in whi every nowhere dew 
second cmamtable in its relative topology. 
I~mwrr 1.2. Jf X is Tz, has no isolated points, and is hwst Lwin, $bn X b HI,,. 
f. First, observe that X has the countable chain condition (E.c.c.), sin*x if 
{ Ud : a < dgl} were a disj0int family of non-empty open tMt,a; Ge Gould pi& pm E V,, 
and obtairr { pti : Q! c ml), which w*~~ld be nowhare Jense and dimtc 
Next, rwaPI that X is HL iff whenever $1 is a family of open subsets of X, t 
a countable “v^ c % with IJV == IJ%. NOW, if % is such a family, WC, 
C.C.C. to get a countable “Y, 6: 4!4 with I_!& dense in u% But then fl 
nowhere dense and hence second countable, so there is a countable %““c 9 with 
f )\fUV,) c Us/;. of ‘Itr = VI u “Iv;, then IJV = U%. 
Any compact metric space is a trivial example of a compact almost Luzin spaC@, 
but such a space is also separable. Our X ~31 have the additional property that every 
parable subset of X is nowhere dense, 0ne example of such an +ly is a clmlzd 
interval in a Suslin line, but we shall construct our X just assuming CH. Our X will 
be the support of a Bore1 measure g and have the proprty that for all ‘II c X, 
separable iff p ( Y) = 0. Thus, X cannot come from a Suslin line, since any Borer 
measure on a Suslin line has a separable support. 
We now review some conventions regarding measures. For simplicity, we consider 
only the case when .X is compact ‘Ir, and O-dimensional. Then the Bczire subsets of 
X are those in the least o-algebra containing the clopen sets, while the B& st&xts 
of X are those in the least a-algebra contaiaing the closed sets. If X is HF, then 
very closed set is a G& so these o-algebras are the same, but it will be more 
convenient o deal with the Baire sets until we have proven that X is HL. A B&e 
pdmbility measure on X is a (a-additive) measure ~1 on the Baire sets with 
&X)=14 Yc-X,~(Y)=Omeansthat~(.Z)=OforsomeBair~Zwith YG. 
ltt is well known (see [3, Section 521) that every such measure is regular; i.e., if Z c X 
is a Baire set, then ~(2) is the sup of the measures of the closed Ga subsets of 
and is also the inf of the measures of the open _LFb supersets of2. 
The hypothesis of the next lemma lists the properties of the X we shall construct. 
3. Let X be compact T2 and O-dimensional, h a Buire probability measure 
aimost Ikin by (iii). X has no isolated points by (i) and (ii), and is thu 
a 1 n2. That X is not sehkrtible will* follow from the fact that (d) 
that (a)_(e) kequivalent, note ‘fiist that (a) =:, (b)~ is trivial. To prsv 
ume p(Y) = 0. Let U;, (n e o) be! open F6 sets with Y c n,U” and 
(iii), &JUn) = 0 , so if F = (]$& then Y c F a.nd &I (F) = 0. By 
, so Y is rrpwhere dense. 
We now have (a) e3 (b) + (c) =+ Id). To prove (d) --s, (a), fix D c ‘k’ with D dens 
in Y and D countable. By (i),. p(D) = 0, so by <b) * (a), D is nowhere dense in XI 
Hence, Y is nowhere dense. Finally, (a) * (e) is trivial ;and (e) + l:b) follows from 
(a) * (b). 
rem 1.4. CH implies that there is a compact L-space. 
Prosf. We shati construct X and JU satisfying (i)-(iv) of Lemma 1.3,. In doing so, 
inductively construct spaces X, for w s cy G w1 and Baire probability measures ~1~~ 
on X* ; then F will be ctyl and X will be X&. Each Xn will be al closed subset of 2’“. 
Thus, for a <tul, all BoreI subsets of 2” will be Baire. If (x e/3, let ar: be the natural 
proje&on from 2’ onto aa; thus, &(f) =f Ia. We shall demand of our construction 
that: 
(0) If a s 0, then X* = &(X@) and b(Y) -= ,cc&&-’ Y) for any Baire subset 
OfXa. 
Thus, we are demanding that pc, is tke measure induced from ps ‘via the map n$ 
We also demand that each .& p, satisfy the ‘trivial’ conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Lemma 1.3; namely: - 
(I) For each cyI cc, ({ p}) = 0 for all p E Xm, and 
(2) For each a, F,(K) > 0 for all non-empty &pen K c X,. 
Observe that the construction is determined P! kit ordinals y’> o. T”nus, by 
compactness and (0), we must have 
Also by compactness, if K is a dopen subset of J&, 6 hen for some by < y and s 
ckq~n L CA&, K = (nl;-‘(IL); we define p(K) HI be plJ.L); by (O), ,w(K) does 
d~~nd upan the ty we use. hx is thus defined on tha clopen subsets of 
easily seen to be finitely additive, and hence, ky cocz 
a AK. &&end A?cam~Ht?~ 3 \ p4 i ” :- 
ext, o&krve that there is no problem starting the titi&~~&on;~We setX, k 2@“, 
let be the usual product measure on 2” (where in 2 = {O, I), (0) mnd (1)” are 
the “‘meat” of our construction ties in the successor steps. We shall attain 
1.:3 by ensuring that clw +e,t$ t$ 
interior, ignd we shalt attain (iv) bv q$&&$ $ 
plit countably often. All &his requires‘,Gv to,eqqnrte, nn t/ * 
lying: CH, fix, at the outset, an enumeqation, (F; : e < MI}, of@ c&s+ ~ubrset~ 
w s a C ol. Also, fix a map g from ~1 onto ~3% X ~l)t such that g(@) ~3 (a, 5) 
mma 1.3 will be handled by timarpdding: 
For each /3 < 01: If g(#3) =(u, @, Fi c X@, and JAJF~) > 0, then there is ti 
Cc (&-*(F; j such that ps(C)>O and 
we ate maicing the obvious identification of2@** with 2’ ~2. condition (iv} 
mma 1.3 will be handlecll by demanding: 
4) For eixh @<@I, and aN a, 6~~3: If IF: cX, and tc,[Q=O, then 
us check that (3) and (4) are indeed possible. l%t lf3 C= ~1, and let k, @ r= g 
not the case that both .Fi 6: X, and EL, (F; ) ‘) 0, then (3) i> vacuous and we 
(4) by taking XB+l := X,.) x (0). Now assume 6’; c X, and b, (.F$ j > 0, an4 iet 
is a Baire set of positive ps lmeasure, SOlet ti c D be closed with ~&5’) ) 3. XRt 
c =: E’\! J{K c: &, : # is ciopen and pa (E n K) = O}. 
VK c Xs[(K clspen and JQ(C n&T) = 0) + C n K =0]. (4 
t X0 + 1 = X0 x (0) u C x {l}, and define J,Q+~ by splitting C in half; thtis, if A C c 
(ii) are immediate. For (iii), assume Y 
(&?)““(F) fc?r wme closed F cX,. Say F = F& and fix 0 3 u with ,&?) = (CU, 
If XI and C is as in (3), then ($:I )-‘(C x {I}) would be a clopen subset of 
G k(F)=O. Hen=, r(G)*0 w e[Y>=O, 
For (iy), let YV G, F, a, (UKS t be as-above; then, <IN we have seen, ~c,(ti) = 0. 
8 (a, 6). If #B *S, let i$ a (v&-‘(F). By (4) ol! our consti*ooction, 
(u$*’ PF~D+&F&+I+F~ 
is a one-to-one map whenever S 6 j3 < 01, so, by inl&tion on 8, 
(uf~F~):Fb+F~ 
is one-to-me, and hence a homeomorphism, whenlever S G /? G al. In particular,. 
6 = F, is homeomorphic to Fe, so G, and hence Y, is semnd kuntable, 
In condusion, we comment on the measure alp:bra, (Se, cc), of (X, cc). In our 
conslnrction, sets of positive measure got split cofia~~lly often, so (58, cc) is novwhere 
le. Thus, by Maharam’s Theorem it is isornorpkic to the usual measure 
algebra of 2%. However, we may modify the construa.ttion  make (48, F) separable. 
To do this, we define JQ+~ in the case that the hypotheses to (3) hold so thas: for 
A c C, 
&@+l(A x (0)) = 0 and ccs+l(A X (1)) = W(A); 
this wili require that E (and hence C) is taken to be nowhere dense in Xa so that 
(2) is preserved. Then nzl defines an isomorphism of (48, p) onto the measure 
algebra of 2@. 
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